SKYLA HB1
The skyla™ HB1 Analyser is a fully automated, simple to use, compact and portable point-ofcare device. It provides an easy and accurate method to measure up to 15 biochemical
markers in whole blood, plasma, or serum.

Operating Principle
The portable design of the Clinical Chemistry Analyser utilizes precision photometric
measurement technology, combined with the use of specific reagent discs.
All the chemical reactions that take place in the analyser are completed inside a transparent
plastic reagent disc. A series of automated liquid handling and reaction procedures on the
injected sample are performed inside the reagent disc, enabling accurate and reproducible
test results.
Each reagent disc contains a set of dry assay reagents needed for the specified panel of test
markers. Up to 15 clinical chemistry markers can be simultaneously tested in a single analysis.

During analysis, if a whole-blood sample is being tested, the analyser will first perform a
centrifugation step, separating the plasma and blood cells within the reagent disc.
Next, accurately quantified sample and diluent are delivered to the mixing chamber for
dilution. The fully diluted sample is then distributed to all reaction cuvettes in the disc by
centrifugal force, where chemical reactions with the assay reagents occur.
Clinical chemistry markers are quantified by photometric measurement of the absorbance
changes arising from these chemical reactions.
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Test Procedure

Remove the aluminium
strip covering the sample
port

Add a 200µl blood
sample onto the disc

Insert the reagent disc
into the analyser

Results available within
minutes

